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Planning for a greener city
What is the project about?

- As Christian schools we feel the responsibility for sustainability and preserving God’s creation
- Cities grow, how can we help the environment
- Two focuses: – Public transport & E-mobility
- Students collect facts and research the situation in their own countries

- Share data with partner

- Discuss problems

- Learn from each other

- Give ideas to other people such as the major of the town, fellow students and school community
Our Norwegian partner visits us

- 4th April – 9th April 2022
Tour though the city
Presenting facts
Guest speakers from university and local parties discuss the issues with the students
Young people in Germany
See you in Bergen

- Our partner has learned about our ideas and problems concerning E-mobility
- Next mobility is in May 2022 to Bergen
- What can we learn from each other?
- How can young people make a change?
- How can we plan greener cities?